Abstract -This paper presents a new method t o solve the problem o f economic power dispatch with piecewise quadratic cost function using the Hopfield neural network. Traditionally one convex cost function for each generator is assumed. However, it is more realistic t o represent the cost function as a piecewise quadratic function rather than one convex function. In this study, multiple intersecting cost functions are used for each unit. Through case studies, we have shown the possibility o f the application of the Hopfield neural network t o the ELD problem with general nonconvex cost functions. The proposed approach is much simpler and the results are very close t o those of the numerical method.
INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in Load Dispatch, Function, Valve neural network models with massively parallel structures, which purport t o resemble the human brain. Owing t o the powerful capabilities o f neural networks such as learning, optimization and fault-tolerance, neural networks have been applied t o the various fields of complex, non-linear and large-scale power systems [l-61. The Hopfield neural network has been applied t o various fields since Hopfield proposed the model in 1982 [71 and 1984[81. In the problem of optimization, the Hopfield neural network has a well demonstrated capability of finding solutions t o difficult optimization problems. The TSP(traveling salesman problem), typical problems of NPhondeterministic polynomial)-complete class, AID conversion, linear programming and job-shopping schedule are good examplesI9-121 which the Hopfield network provides with solutions. In the field of power systems, the Hopfield network has been applied t o optimal power flow and economic load dispatch problemsIl3-151.
In the conventional Hopfield model, the neuron potential has arbitrary numbers during the intermediate stages but at the final stage the neuron potential converges t o the limit 92 SM 412-7 PWRS A paper recommended and approved by the IEEE Power System Engineering Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering Society for presentation at the IEEEIPES 1992 Summer Meeting, Seattle, WA, July 12-16, 1992. Manuscript submitted January 21, 1992; made available for printing May 13, 1992.
values (0.1) or (-1,l) and thus, provides a solution. Sometimes it converges t o the interior values of a hypercube instead of its vertices[l61. This is regarded as undesirable and calls for improvement. In general an optimization problem frequently needs a large numerical value as its solution. Thus far the counting method or the binary number representationIl71 of various schemes has been used t o represent real numbers. These methods, however, employ a large number of neurons to represent a correspondingly large numerical value. Therefore it is proposed t o represent a large value by using a single neuron.
The economic load dispatch(ELD) problem is one of the important optimization problems in a power system. Traditionally, in the ELD problem, the cost function for each generator has been approximately represented by a single quadratic function. It is more realistic, however, t o represent the generation cost function for fossil fired plants as a segmented piecewise quadratic function, as in the case of valve point loading. Some generation units, especially those units which are supplied with multiple fuel sources(gas and oil), are faced with the problem of determining which is the most economical fuel t o burnLl81.
As fossil fuel costs increase, it becomes even more important to have a good model for the production cost of each generator. Therefore a more accurate formulation is obtained for the ELD problem by expressing the generation cost function as a piecewise quadratic function. This approach can be applied t o generators supplied with various fuels as well as valve point loading problems.
In this paper, a method of the Hopfield neural network t o solve the ELD problem has been proposed. The proposed method has been successful in solving ELD problem with piecewise quadratic cost function. Compared with the hierarchical approach[l91, the proposed method is much simpler t o implement and the results are very close t o those of the hierarchical method.
HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK
The Hopfield network which is useful for associative memory and optimization is a nonhierarchical structure. The structure of the network is shown in Fig. 1. 
Binary Neuron Model
The original model of Hopfield neural networkr71 used a two-state threshold "neuron" that followed a stochastic algorithm. Each neuron, or processing element, i had t w o states with values V i " or Vi'(which may often be taken as V i 1 1 Fig.1 . The structure of the Hopfield network.
where U i : the total input to neuron i T i j : the synaptic interconnection strength from neuron j Ii : the external input t o neuron i V j : the output of neuron j.
to neuron i
Each neuron samples its input at random times. It changes the value of its ouput or leaves it fixed according t o a threshold rule with thresholds B i : 
J =++I
where A V i is the change in the output of neuron i.
Suppose that the input U i of neuron i is greater than the threshold. This will cause the term in brackets in eq.(4) t o be positive and, from e q . ( l ) and eq.(2), the output of neuron i changes in the positive direction. This means that A V i is positive, and AE negative; hence the network energy decreases. Similarly, when the U i is less than the threshold, it can be seen that AE is also negative.
The dynamics of the system state follows this simple rule and is asynchronous. An element, chosen at random, looks at its inputs, and changes state, depending on whether or not the sum of its input is above or below threshold. It can be seen from the form of the energy term that a state change leads to a decrease in energy. Therefore, the updating rule is an energy minimizing rule.
Modifications of element activities continue until a stable state is reached, that is, a minimum energy is reached.
and its time derivative is given by
From this, we can see that dE/dt is always less than zero because g i is a monotonic increasing function. Therefore the network solution moves in the same direction as the decrease in energy. The solution seeks out a minimum of E COST(Pij) and comes to a stop at such point.
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MAPPING OF THE ELD INTO THE HOPFIELD NETWORK

.The Economic Load DisDatch Problem
The ELD problem is t o find the optimal combination of power generation which minimizes the total cost while satisfying the total required demand. In this paper, the cost function is as follows :
where C : total cost ai, b i , c i : cost coefficients of generator i Pi : the generated power of generator i.
In minimizing total cost, the following constraints should be satisfied. The synaptic strength and the external input are obtained by mapping the above energy function, eq.(l2), into the Hopfield energy function, eq.(6). First by assuming that the loss L is constant, the eq. (12) is expanded and compared t o eq.(6) in which V i and V j correspond to Pi and Pj, respectively:
Thus by comparing eq.(6) with eq.(13), the synaptic strength and external input of neuron i in the Hopfield network are given by
The differential synchronous transition moder131 used in computation for this Hofield neural network is as follows:
We then find the output value Pi by this Hopfield network and calculate the transmission loss by the loss formula, eq.(lO). Again the calculated loss is assumed as a constant, thereafter the above process is repeated.
In representing a large value with the neural network, the binary number representation requires a large number of neurons which is a disadvantage. Therefore in this paper, we use a modified sigmoidal function:
( 1 6 )
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE APPROACH
In the hierarchical structure approach[l91, the hybrid cost function and hybrid incremental cost function of unit j in subsystem i are shown in 
The hierarchical structure of a power system is composed of several subsystems. Each subsystem includes several generation units as shown in Fig. 4 During simulation, it was found that the assumed initial solutions did not affect the results for all cases since they are convex problems. Determination of weighting factors in optimization problems is generally not easy.
In eq. (12), A is the penalty factor t o the constraint of total load demand and B is the penalty factor t o the constraint of the objective function. It was found that when A was bigger than 0.4 regardless of B values, the network oscillated. Usually when there is self-feedback(Ti i S O ) , the solutions can be in oscillation[91. Through simple trial and error method, it was found that A = 0 . 4 and B = 0.05 were appropriate values. The inequality constraints of maximum-minimum limits are dealt by the sigmoidal function variation, e q . ( l 6 ) .
The results of case studies are shown in Table 2 and compared with those of conventional methods[201. The results of the Hopfield network method shows small error in power balance(the mismatch power is 0.81MWI in case 1 and 0.5[MW1 in case 2.). When we convert this error into the fuel cost of a power plant with the highest cost function, the total cost increase is extremely small compared with the total cost of conventional method. Table 2 The simulation results for case studies.
The energy change for case 1 during iterations is shown in Fig. 5 . The aspects of convergence for each case are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. In case 3, where the transmission loss is considered, the neural network method also shows good results. This neural network method has the special advantage of solving the ELD problem by a simple neural network without calculating incremental fuel costs and incremental losses required by conventional numerical methods.
The Hopfield neural network is applied t o the ELD problem with nonconvex cost functions which is in reference[l9]. In reference11 91 this problem was solved by a hierarchical structure method, which is a numerical method. In order t o prove the usefulness of the proposed neural network method, the same data used in the numerical method[l91 have been used for computer Table 3 . Generation (MIN) and (MAX) are the lower and upper limits of each generation unit. There are three different types of fuels: type 1, 2, and 3.
The optimal power dispatch with system demands rising from 2400[MW] to 2700[MWl is shown in Table 4 and  Table 5 . In Table 4 the results of the hierarchical structure method are shown. In Table 5 the results of the proposed neural network method are shown. The total costs of t w o methods are shown in Table 6 . Comparing Table 4 with  Table 5 , the following results are observed. First it is observed that in Table 4 , obtained by numerical methods proposed in reference[l91, the power outputs of unit 4 are exchanged with those of unit 6. Second, the neural network method satisfies total load better than the hierarchical structure method. In the results of the neural network method the mismatched powers are -0. other. But total cost obtained by the neural network method is nearly the same as the hierarchical structure method as shown in Table 6 . Therefore the solutions by the neural network method are very close t o those of the numerical method. The algorithm of the proposed neural method is simple as shown in this paper; in contrast t o the proposed method, the algorithm of the hierarchical method is much more complicated.
The simulation time of the hierarchical structure method with VAX 11/780 is a little bit more than 1 sec., while the simulation time of the proposed neural network method with IBM PC-386 is about 1 min.. Considering the use of a personal computer rather than a main frame, there is practically no difference in calculation time. When implemented in hardware, the proposed neural network method can achieve much faster real time response than the hierarchical structure method. Therefore the proposed method promises t o have a good merit in its applications.
CONCLUSIONS
It is more accurate t o represent the generation cost function for a fossil fired plant as a segmented piecewise quadratic function. However, it requires a much complicated algorithm t o solve the ELD problem through Table 4 . Results using hierarchical structure method. Table 5 . Results using neural network. vo1.5, no.1, pp.311-318, 1990 . Modified sigmoidal function of t h e equation(l6) w a s defined such that the maximum and minimum value of the neuron output Vi are Pi and E, respectively. Thus, the solutions of Hopfield network always satisfy inequality constraints of the f o r m ( l 1 ) .
Other methods must be suggested in the case lof functional inequality constraints.
For the asymptotical stability in the Hopfield
